Seizures Start without Common Signatures of Critical Transition.
Complex dynamical systems may exhibit sudden autonomous changes from one state to another. Such changes that occur rapidly in comparison to the regular dynamics have been termed critical transitions. Examples of such phenomena can be found in many complex systems: changes in climate and ocean circulation, changes in wildlife populations, financial crashes, as well as in medical conditions like asthma attacks and depression. It has been recognized that critical transitions, even if they arise in completely different contexts and situations, share several common attributes and also generic early-warning signals that indicate that a critical transition is approaching. In the present study, we review briefly the general characteristics that have been observed in systems prior to critical transitions and apply these general indicators to nearly 300 epileptic seizures collected from human subjects using invasive EEG. Only in about 8% of the patients was evidence of critical transitions found. In the remaining majority of cases no early warning signals that behaved consistently prior to seizures were observed. These results do not rule out the possibility of critical transitions to seizure but point to limited relevance of their early warning signals in the context of human epilepsy observed using intracranial EEG recordings.